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Introduction

Generative deep learning has been applied to a multitude of areas across
many domains, each of these areas providing a different type of data from
text, images, videos, and music [1, 3, 7, 8]. These examples use a variety of different network architectures, but the goal of each is to learn
or exploit the underlying distribution of its training data. In this paper, a
novel method of generating accurate pose and animation of human point
cloud data using generative deep learning methods is presented, which
uses dense correspondence based data, in which all points within the point
cloud align with every other point in corresponding data points.

1.1

Methodology

This work utilises the MPI-Faust data set [2] as the input data for the
experiments and deep learning models in this paper. Each model file contains exactly 6890 points, where every point corresponds with every other
point in the data-set. The data set consists of 10 unique models, of varying body structure and shape. There are 10 poses mirrored across every
model. This dense formatting of the data allows for uniform learning of
complex floating-point data through standard generative approaches, such
as a Convolutional neural network or a static fully connected network.
The MLP network is simply a fully connected network where every node
in subsequent layers is connected to the previous layer’s nodes. For the
generator, the number of nodes increases with a factor of 2 each in each
layer. The final output of the network increases to the size of the point
cloud data, 6890, which is the size required for the input to the discriminator to match the real samples. The discriminator is a reverse of the
generator, leading down to a node size of 1 with a Sigmoid activation,
signaling if a sample passed in is determined real, or fake. A 1D convolutional network was also tested, but proved to have difficulties learning the
symmetry of the data across different body shapes. We believe this was
due to the inherent nature of the convolutions, having a lack of connection
between those points that are close in space, but not in the data set.

2.1

would take a point and its neighbouring point - where D = Dot(N, N + 1).
Indexing all of the points proved far too inefficient to use during training,
so random jittering was employed. This was changed to a stochastic approach where now - D = Dot(N, N + step) with the step being a random
value between roughly 0.8% and 1.2% of the data set size, the dot calculation was performed until N >= data length. This helped with performance
without drastically reducing the quality of convergence to the pose shape.

Point Clouds

Point clouds are sets of coordinates representing some multi-dimensional
data, typically in a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate frame, representing objects, surfaces, or shapes. In these cases, each point is represented with an x, y, and z component determining the geometric coordinate of each point in the cloud. These data points are usually the result of
a type of 3D scanning such as LiDAR.
As of late, PointNet [5] type architectures, which facilitate the optimal
consumption of point clouds directly by a neural network, have received
a great deal of attention, though these approaches disregard potentially
deep correspondences between points. PointNet++ [6] attempts to define
weak correspondence through sampling overlapping regions/clusters, but
this structure excludes any one to one point correspondence. If more information is known about the structure and layout of the point sets, then
it is possible to derive well-defined correspondence that isn’t specifically
within the euclidean or geodesic space. PointNet architectures and their
derivatives have been steadily applied in areas such as object detection
[4], amongst many others.
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Dot Based Loss Function

The idea of using the dot product is to add stability in the early stages
of training. Because the data is in dense correspondence, a pre-computed
dot product across the training data can be used to determine how well the
generated samples conform to the original data distribution. A sample of
the dot product of all of the training data was taken, where each dot product was taken for every point in each data point. Initially the calculation

Figure 1: Generated examples from the MLP GAN, each model shows
a different type of pose and body shape. Conditions were later added to
control the type of pose and body shape through prior labelling.
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Conclusion

This paper outlined a new method of loss calculation for ordered point
cloud data, together with a deep parameter exploration of two neural network architectures has resulted in a robust method of generating new human pose and human poses animation from existing point cloud data. The
idea of taking a prior dot product calculation and incorporating it into a
weighted binary cross-entropy loss function provided a large stability increase when training the generator of the network. Subsequently improving the visual fidelity of human pose outputs and early training convergence.
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